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Games can be both competitive and cooperative in nature. What do games do to 
foster teamwork? Which game characters can you only think of as partners? As 
competitors? 
 
Games that foster teamwork generally have a common goal/objective that different party 

members can collaboratively address. For example, MMORPGs have team-based 

dungeons or raids whereby the team works together to get through the area and defeat the 

end-boss. Similarly, competitive games have may players share a common goal, but the 

intermediate objectives may put players at odds due to ideological reasons enforced by 

the game rules (e.g. different guilds). The clearest examples of competitive games have 

goals exhibiting a zero-sum situation, where in order for one person to win, the other 

must lose. An example of this type of goal can be found in traditional fighting games 

such as Street Fighter, where rounds generally end when one character’s health is 

depleted. 

 
How have you used games to bond with others? On the other hand, how do games 
fail to bring you closer to others? 
 
Games have been used to bond both directly and indirectly. Most directly, I have bonded 

closer to my closest friends by playing cooperatively together. For example, I play a lot 

of Final Fantasy 14 with one of my friends. We do dungeons together, check out the news 

together, and discuss the game together. And even we we aren’t in the same spot 

experience-wise (my friends is far more experienced) we are able to just enjoy the time 

playing the game together. Video games have been used to bond in a more 

indirect manner by sharing our experiences with certain games. For example, I have been 

to video game concerts with my friends, and although we play the games (ex: Zelda) at 

different points in our lives, being able to share the memories and intimacy of the feelings 

that game has brought us strengthened our existing relationships. 

 

Games, just like any activity, are a channel for relationship and require relationship 

to develop naturally regardless of the game. I have met people through games, and talked 

shop with them. However, just because you can talk about games and play games 

together doesn’t necessarily mean you’ll connect. Personality differs, goals differ, and 

sometimes it is just the reality of relating to each other. I learned over time that just 
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because you play games together doesn’t necessarily mean that you’ll connect and be 

friends. 

 

More directly, video games can strain relationships, especially competitive games. Being 

in competition puts you at odds, by nature, and depending on how each party handles it, 

relationships can be strained due to the win/loss paradigm. Generally, it comes down to 

goals: someone selfishly wants to win at any cost will likely place success as a higher 

priority than the relationship between players in the game. This is where toxic behavior, 

bullying, and shunning comes into play in both cooperative games and competitive 

games. Likewise those that more selflessly place relationship over success are likely to 

partake in toxic behavior. Success and relationship are not mutually exclusive — you can 

be success-minded, but also value other players, or relationship-minded and also want to 

be successful, but it is more about selfishness versus selflessness. 

 
How does the game scaffold the introduction of the gameplay information, 
mechanics, goals, etc? Does it feel overwhelming or not quick enough? What types 
of support and scaffolding did you experience? How would you change/improve how 
the game teaches you how to play? 
 
I thought the first two missions scaffolded the basic gameplay well (moving, attacking, 

new units), but the third mission was hard for me because there was a lot to manage. I 

nearly completed it, but I gave up at the last few minutes because I was running out of 

units, and couldn’t figure out how to build more infantry soon enough. I think having a 

mission or two about building attacking units would be helpful before throwing you into 

a survival mission. In other strategy/tactics games, survival-based levels are more on the 

intermediate difficulty. 

 
How does the game draw your attention to relevant game features? Is it effective? 
What prior schema are you using to interpret the information you are seeing? 
 
In the third level, my attention was drawn by map alerts and audio feedback. I thought it 

was effective in getting my attention, although I panicked at times trying to figure out 

what to do to address it. Sometimes I had units ready to address the enemies as well, so 

my attention for the situation wasn’t totally needed. The clear coloration was helpful as 
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well: red = danger, green = helpful, yellow = warning. It was relatively easy to interpret 

the information, although knowing what to do with the information was a different story. 

 
What features of the game cater to your self-identified player type from last week? 
How do they support or hinder your game performance and enjoyment of the 
experience? 
 
I really appreciated the intermediate objectives for the greater level goal. There were 

plentiful and expected checkpoints to measure my progress against, as well a clear game 

flow structure. The game play was not overly structure to be constricting, but instead had 

room for experimentation and learning. Moreover the levels were around my preferred 

maximum length (15 minutes). 

 
 
 


